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1.) impuls . MinuteConcerts . 25.6.2022
With the impuls MinuteConcerts impuls invites to an acoustic as well as visual tour through the City
of Graz already for the 12th time this year. From 10 am to 11 pm this Walk through Galleries
with Music presents a variety of contemporary music from the 20th and 21st century as well as
improvisations, that more than 40 young musicians have refined at impuls Workshops lead by
Klangforum musicians Dimitrios Polisoidis and Gerald Preinfalk preceding the event.
>>> READ MORE

2.) impuls . Text im Klang #5
„Text im Klang" is looking forward to its 5th edition. From the very beginning, the project has seen
itself as a laboratory, where medial interlacings with a focal point on impulses are put into practice.
This time „das gehörte feuer. orphische skizzen“ by Austrian author Ferdinand Schmatz is the
starting point for new compositions commissioned by impuls from Alexander Bauer, Víctor
Morató Ribera, Sinan Samanlı and Manuel Zwerger. The world premieres, realized once more
by Ensemble Schallfeld, and the reading will again be presented in a dramaturgically developed
evening on November 5th this year, and will conclude the following day with an open brunch,
including reflections on the overall process of the project and an exchange with the audience on
their impressions.
>>> READ MORE

3.) impuls . New Homepage online
Our new homepage is finally online by now!

>>> HAVE A LOOK …
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